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While he was Editor-in-Chief of The
Chemical Intelligencer, Istv�n Hargittai,
sometimes with his wife Magdolna,
interviewed more than 120 eminent
scientists. Some of these interviews
were never published in the magazine,
and many have now appeared in a more
permanent form in the Candid Science
series. The Hargittais have uncovered
the stories behind the most important
achievements in twentieth-century sci-
ence in a direct way from some of the
most distinguished participants. The
interviewees tell about their back-
grounds, families, personal and profes-
sional lives, childhoods, career choices,
motivations, aspirations, scientific and
nonscientific heroes, mentors and influ-
ences, selection of co-workers, hardships
and triumphs, modus operandi, philoso-
phies, hobbies, nonscientific interests,
and their major discoveries.

The interviews are usually by-prod-
ucts of the Hargittais( scientific and
family travels. Their procedure was to
contact the interviewee in advance, set
up a date, record the conversation on
audiotape, and send the transcript to the
interviewee for correction and change.
Because they are not investigative
reporters but fellow scientists (physical

chemists), who never try to deal with
topics with which the interviewees seem
uncomfortable, they tactfully asked
them to ignore questions they did not
want to discuss. Therefore, the inter-
viewees are often candid and frank in
their responses to questions that the
Hargittais do ask. Thus, the titles of the
books in the series are quite appropri-
ate, as are their subtitles. Their contents
read more like candid, informal conver-
sations rather than formal interviews.
Most of the scientific subjects are dis-
cussed either by their originators or by
the most prominent authorities. The
topics include DNA, RNA, genomes,
genetically modified foods, genetic engi-
neering, stem cells, patents, ubiquitin,
NMR, enzymes, crystallography, super-
heavy elements, W and Z particles, the
large hadron collider (LHC), brain
research, particle physics, dark matter,
dark energy, antimatter, the tau lepton,
superconductors, semiconductors, string
theory, extraterrestrial intelligence,
quantum electrodynamics, nonconserva-
tion of parity, and many others.

Among related topics we find dis-
cussions of the Imanishi–Kari affair,
cancer, reviewers and publishing, sci-
ence education in different countries,
the Lysenko affair, Alzheimer(s disease,
the hydrogen bomb, scientific fraud,
arms control, nuclear weapons, the
social responsibility of scientists, the
Kyoto Protocol, scientific censorship,
gender bias and feminism, Nobel poli-
tics, serendipity, discovery and the pat-
enting of discoveries, the scientific
establishment, experiment versus
theory, science and nationalism, missed
opportunities, the Big Bang theory etc.

The earliest born scientist is the late
Hungarian-born Nicholas Kurti (1908–
1998), who was Professor of Physics at
the Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford Uni-
versity. In addition to his numerous
publications on low-temperature phys-
ics, he was known for his culinary art,
which he called “gastrophysics,” and
which led to the book But the Crackling
Is Superb (1988), co-authored with his
wife Giana Kurti. The youngest inter-
viewee is Frank Wilczek (born in New
York City in 1951), Herman Feschbach
Professor of Physics at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology and recip-
ient of the 2004 Nobel Prize in Physics,
which he shared with David J. Gross and

H. David Politzer “for the discovery of
asymptotic freedom in the theory of the
strong interaction”.

The interviews flow naturally and
often introduce the next one. For exam-
ple, those of Aaron Ciechanover and
Irwin Rose follow that of Avram
Hershko; the trio shared the 2004
Nobel Prize in Chemistry “for the
discovery of ubiquitin-mediated protein
degradation”. Similarly, Riccardo Giac-
coni follows Masatoshi Koshiba; the two
shared the 2002 Nobel Prize in Physics
with Raymond Davis, Jr.; and the inter-
view with Frank Wilczek follows that of
his mentor and fellow Nobel laureate
David J. Gross.

Several scientists discussed their dif-
ferences with other scientists and com-
petitors. For example, in discussing the
Damadian–Lauterbur–Mansfield con-
troversy concerning the 2003 Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine for
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Sir
Peter Mansfield states that Raymond V.
Damadian has “got a big chip on his
shoulder”, and Richard L. Garwin felt
that “Damadian had an idea, but it was
none of the ideas that were actually
used”. Several Nobel laureates have
elsewhere singled out Kary Mullis as a
person who should not have received
the Nobel Prize. In Donald A. Glaser(s
view, “He had the idea, but it would(ve
meant nothing without [two other
people at Cetus] who were really com-
petent. I felt that it wasn(t fair that these
two other people weren(t included”.
Jack Steinberger relates that Luis W.
Alvarez was jealous of him. Ivar Gia-
ever criticizes his 1973 Nobel physics co-
laureate Brian D. Josephson(s more
recent work on telepathy, psychokinesis,
and consciousness: “In my view,
unfortunately, he has stepped over the
bounds … I told him many times but he
doesn(t listen. In my opinion he is
dealing with fiction”. A number of
interviewees also expressed negative
feelings about Teller and his role in the
Oppenheimer affair.

The date and exact location of each
interview are given along with a bio-
graphical sketch. In contrast to the five
previous volumes in this series, none of
the interviews have been published else-
where. Another plus for this volume, the
longest in the series: it contains six more
interviews than the previous ones. Only
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four of the scientists are women (NKs-
slein–Volhard, Yonath, Karle, and Hoff-
man). More than half of the interview-
ees are Jewish, so many of them discuss
the issues of Judaism, the reasons for the
preponderance of Jews among scientists
of the first rank, the Holocaust, Israel,
and anti-Semitism. Three of the inter-
viewees (Crick, Kurti, and Panofsky) are
now deceased, emphasizing the impor-
tance of acquiring oral histories
promptly. The Crick interview is com-
posed of a conversation that Hargittai
had with Crick and his wife Odile (who
drew the DNA helix in the classic
Watson–Crick note) on February 8,
2004, a few months before Crick(s
death, as well as their correspondence
over the years.

The volume contains 225 illustra-
tions—formal and informal photos of
interviewees both as adults and as
children, their families, colleagues, stu-
dents, and laboratory equipment. Many
of the interviewees are pictured at
Nobel or other prize meetings. A name
index is provided, but there is no subject
index. Considering the book(s length
and scope, the number of mistakes is
small.

The 2001 Nobel laureate in physiol-
ogy or medicine Sir Paul M. Nurse
writes in his foreword: “The conversa-
tions reproduced in this and the earlier
volumes help bridge [the gap between
scientists and the rest of society], and we
should all be grateful for the vision and
fortitude of Istv�n Hargittai in chron-
icling so many of the stories of science
and scientists that mark the present
age”.

We heartily second Sir Paul(s evalu-
ation and recommend this volume,
which is suited for reading or browsing,
not only to historians of science, chemis-
try, medicine, physiology, and physics,
but also to those practicing in these
fields, as well as to students, who will
certainly enjoy these inspiring stories by
some of science(s leading luminaries.
This volume, the longest of the six,
forms a fitting conclusion to a unique
series. Our thanks go to the Hargittais
for an important task well done.
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